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G RECYCLING When I asked Eddie about the origins of all those
amazing objects, he said they came mostly from demolition areas and
that mostly they were picked up in the neighbourhood
G PHOTOREPORT Vegetables and fruit require a rational attitude.
Sometimes the rotten part can be cut off and bacteria can be killed in
thermal processing
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Everlasting progress results in the growth in producing and exploiting synthetic
materials all over the world. We are creating more products of any kind. In
consequence, there rise heaps of garbage no one knows what to do with. at is why, 
it is increasingly popular to organize campaigns against hoarding various, frequently
unimportant things, and their thoughtless throwing away. What is promoted instead 
is segregating and reusing waste products. Healthy food and lifestyle, along with
recycling, have been gaining prominence. Cosmetic companies and popular clothing
brand chains encourage clients to return unnecessary and unused goods, offering new
ones instead. 
Americans, for instance, have gone crazy about healthy lifestyle. Ecological clothes,
bags, paper, bottles. New york's Eddie Hibbert's story written by Marisa Solomon
stands in stark contrast to this fashion. His shop with recycled goods is perceived 
as a sort of garbage place. It does not fit the image of a “decent” street. Similarly
perceived are the Roma from Podhale who collect scrap metal. ey are called garbage
collectors. In “Each door is knocked on”, Jolanta Koral writes about the Roma 
scrap-metal collectors from Germany. Although they make good money on picking
scrap metal, they do not want to openly talk about their profession. It does not seem
cool: another stigma confirming their position on the bottom of the social ladder. 
What a wide and encompassing notion recycling is and how many life areas it concerns
is what we are writing about in the new edition of Dialog-Pheniben. In the conversation
with Magdalena Kicińska, Mirosław Filiciak explains what the remix culture is. 
To recycle and give a second, or another life, one can not only do to objects but also to
culture. Music, films, fashion – these are just some of the examples. Creators and artists
still refer to past creations and base on the creativity of others. ey reconstruct 
the past, endowing it with new meanings. 
Following that trace, we can read the Roma culture as a remix culture. Since arriving 
in Europe, they have been drawing on from what they have found. eir music, 
clothes and even language have become an eclectic combination of foreign and
modified elements. is is not just a one-way phenomenon. e Roma music is mixed
by DJ’s around the world. Gypsy dresses and jewelry, dominating in the collections 
by international fashion designers, attain a new dimension. 
It is also worthwhile to read Agnieszka Wójcińska’s conversation with Milijenk
Jergovic, who discusses the life realia in post-war Zagreb. 
Why the capitals of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the Republic of the
Congo are becoming fashion capitals we will find out from the article "God, suit,
fatherland” by Karolina Sulej. 
I also recommend the photoreport by Michał Siarek "Poland 2013. City Hunters” 
about the social movement “Jedzenie Zamiast Bomb” (Food, Not Bombs) and its 
Polish activists. 
Let me welcome you to Dialog-Pheniben.

Joanna Talewicz-Kwiatkowska
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You Knock 
on Each Door 
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settlement. He has done rounds with his father collecting scrap metal since he was
16. Finishing education with a Maruszyna secondary school graduation, he cannot
expect to land a good job. 
- Going from home to home started because of the shortage of jobs in the employ-
ment agency and basically everywhere. ose who can, go to England. you submit
your papers in an English employment agency, and they give you a legal job at con-
struction sites or with “pads” – they are piled on pallets and wrapped with plastic
film. Or there is work at harvests and cleaning carrots. A few years ago he and his
father went to England. eir cousin married a Turk who owns a grocery store.
Aer their return, the father portioned chicken meat in a poultry wholesale. e
company got into trouble and sacked people. Now unemployed, he accepts everyt-
hing that comes.
Scrap metal collecting brings a bit of money, occupies one's hands and thoughts. 

Almost like a job
Stanisław Kamiński: - We, mountain Romas, can work because we have hearts and
brains. If we learn something, we always do this well.
Before the war, Gypsies from Szaflary dabbled in blacksmithing, played music at
highlanders' weddings and in Nowe Targ pubs (Michał Mirga was a leading orchestra
musician famous in Podhale; also famous was Julek Mirga, arrested and murdered
in Auschwitz presumably for playing and singing Dąbrowski's Mazurka).
Aer the war, Zadział saw more and more houses built because of the increase in
job availability. Romas were employed in the County Office of Municipal Services
in Nowy Targ. ey picked up garbage, cleaned the streets. A Gypsy woman with a
broom was a common sight.

Collected on March
29 2013 by Mietek
and Łukasz
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Sometimes you land a fridge, but it is difficult to sell it. you have to dismantle
it and strip it of plastic since the scrap metal purchase centre accepts only
pure metal. Lots of work, it does not pay off. e same with TV sets -
drudgery. Aluminium is good (5 Polish zloty per kilogram), the same
with steel and iron (from 1 to 6 Polish zloty) or brass (a dozen Polish

zloty); copper is a dream - (17-23 Polish zloty). 

No fun 
Stanisław Kamiński, a retired Roma village-mayor from Czarna Góra: - People live
here mostly off labour work since if you are a Roma, you are not predestined for
higher aims. ere is no fun, but we somehow manage. In Szaflary, most people do
scrap metal picking.
Szaflary is a Roma district of ca. 20 families and over 100 inhabitants.
ey settled here in 1934, at the great deluge. All mountain-based Gypsies settled in
similar places: in the peripheries of villages, near the river. 
Zadział is located by the Mały Rogoźnik stream, in the fringe of Szaflary. Near to
here, along a steep path, is the Maruszyna village, with primary and high schools,
shops and a church. In Szaflary, one has always named those from Zadział: “Gypsies
from Maruszyna”.
It is poorer here than in the Roma settlement in Kamieniec, Czarna Góra. Some of
the 347 houses are covered with siding, while others are whitewashed. e munici-
pality is helping in the renovation process as part of the Roma programs. Other
houses are wrapped with thin slates; cubicles, shacks and sheds are crowded along
the stream.
Zadział does not have a sewage system. e municipality says it is impossible because
of the cast rock everywhere, yet most of the houses already have cesspools and bat-
hrooms, replacing wooden latrines outside. 
From the bus stop and the railway station on the outskirts of Szaflary, a graveled
path, full of holes and puddles during the snow thawing time, leads to the settlements.
e path was designed by the municipality. A lot of people from Zadział hold a
grudge – with such money more houses could be renovated. 
Most of the families are on social welfare. 
Patryk, aged 21, lives in a huge house with high foundations on the outskirts of the

G you never know how much you can find G Sometimes,
we go in circles even for 10 hours and collect nothing 
G Other times, the trailer is full even before noon G People
react in various ways: one is polite and says: “come on in, 
I will give you some junk”, while others yell "Leave!", 
and the conversation is over G It makes you sad, sometimes. 

Text: Jolanta Koral
Photos: Artur Gutowski
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NZS “Podhale”, the famous shoemaker enterprise from Zakopane, no longer exists.
Some people worked there 20 to 30 years, doing cleaning or assembly works. ey
collected some pension money. Others live by on their wits: hand-to-hand selling
clothes, doing dishes, haymaking, working at construction sites. Women of several
generations have monopolized the railway station toilet management system. ey
dream of being waitresses or having cleaner jobs, such as their own stand with
clothes at a market place. Men dream of construction sites, which give jobs lasting
for even several months, almost permanent. 

Mietek and Łukasz from
Szaflary are segregating
the collected scrap
metal, March 29 2013. 
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Aer the communist system ended, the office collapsed and cleaning is now outso-
urced to private enterprises; streets are cleaned mechanically, brooms have become
obsolete.
In the communal enterprises, remainders of the County Office of Municipal Services,
no Roma is said to be working. 
A yeoman from Czarna Góra: - In the Road Construction Office, there were also
many of them, working with my father, but the office got shut. ey also worked in
mines. 
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Szaflary, 
February 28 2013 

At the purchase point near the railway station in Nowy Targ, its peripheries, around
there are warehouses, storehouses, machine embroidery workshops, car garages. -
In winter, scrap metal collecting dies down since everything is covered with snow,
and no one wants to let in the Romas to their basements, workshops, or garage – he
adds.
Patryk and his father get up at 7 a.m., eat breakfast, and plan where they are going
that day. ey start at 8. 
- If we find nothing in one village, we drive to the next one, sometimes even to
Nowy Targ. We knock on each door and ask. Sometimes, we go in circles even for
10 hours and collect nothing. Other times, the trailer is full even before noon. People
react in various ways: one is polite and says: “come on in, I will give you some junk”,
while others yell "Leave!", and the conversation is over. It's no pleasure to knock on

12 DIALOG-PHENIBEN -  N° 9

Maria Żegleń-Krawiec, the head of the Social Welfare Centre in Nowy Targ: - Starting
in April, when the snow thaws, they, mostly young, oen get employed at construction
sites. Some of them work legally, some don't. Individual business activity is uncom-
mon. In Nowa Biała, one Roma has a renovation-building company, employing his
brothers and other Romas. Some dabble in furriery – in the Ostrowsko village, a
Roma even set up a one-man business activity. However, most live on the dole. 
Collecting scrap metal does not make ends meet. 
Patryk: - you can make 30, at most 40 Polish zloty daily. It's nothing. you never
know how much you will collect. And due to the economic crisis, people started to
sell their scrap metal themselves to earn a bit. We do the picking when there is no
other job. For the past summer, I worked at a construction site, so I did not do scrap
metal. I prefer a permanent job, that's obvious. 

Come on in, I will give you some junk
One has to have a car with a trailer for scrap metal. It does not matter what kind, it
has to have a hook. 
Patryk: - We borrow a trailer from a Polish friend for some money. e Romas do
not have their renting place. 
ey start collecting aer the snow thaws and the ground dries a bit. 
Patryk: - In winter, a car with a trailer cannot drive upwards, and maneuvering is
hard; landing in a ditch is a scary perspective. In winter, you can, for example, help
a neighbour shovel some coal to the basement, cut and bring him wood from the
forest or clear snow. We always go in pairs as it is easier to load scrap metal or
reverse with the trailer – one watches and warns so as not to hit the gate. My father
always takes a cousin or someone from the family when I am not available. 

Collected on March
29 2013 by Mietek
and £ukasz 
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dings had to be done quickly and immediately. is is why it was easier for the mo-
untain Roma to find work elsewhere later on, at building the Lenin steelworks or
work at factories in Nowy Targ. at was the way of accepting work-related standards. 

I would not go to Bulgaria
For the Polish Roma, many activities the mountain Roma undertake are taboo-
breaking. Unholy professions: doctor, nurse, plumber, garbage collector. 
Stanisław Kamiński: - We treat each sort of work as ennobling, whether it is sweeping
or planting flowers. No job brings shame. For a man, it is not a dishonour to assist
in a household. Women work too, it's obvious. And the attitude to women is different
than among the Polish Roma. ey do not sit in the kitchen, but together at a table
– there's always a barrier, even in talking, because when there are only men in a
room, some goofiness always starts.
Patryk: - If anyone accused me of doing a forbidden job, I'd ask: which do you
prefer, be poor or work? For me, it is clear. 
e Polish Roma do not treat collecting scrap metal as a forbidden activity even if
the metal in question is found elsewhere than in ruins or garbage dump areas.
e cousins of Władysław from Oświęcim (Polish Roma) set in motion a scrap
metal business in Germany. - I haven't heard of anyone among “us” picking up
scrap metal in Poland, mostly because according to the common reception, such
collectors are placed on the very bottom of the social ladder – this is the job done
mostly by the homeless. It is well known how bad the reception of the Roma is in
Poland, choosing such a scorned activity. Moreover, scrap metal collecting here
simply does not pay off, while in the West it still does.
Professor Lech Mróz: - e Polish scrap metal reception points accept stolen goods,

Collected on March
29 2013 by Mietek
and Łukasz
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people's door. It makes you sad, sometimes. 
What do they find? Aluminium beer and paint cans, broken metal rods, pieces of
steel pipes, rarely something big. It also happens that someone has scrap metal or a
lot of cans but wants some money. ey get 10, maybe 20 Polish zloty.
A farmer from Czarna Góra: - ey sometimes come here from Szaflary, asking
door to door, polite. I let him have a washing machine, some old engine. 
e scrap metal point in Ceramiczna Street in Nowy Targ, peripheries: - A lot of
them come here, so we send some of them to the point near the railway station.
Apart from scrap metal, they bring a lot of beer cans. is is a useful activity because
they clean the town. ere are decent and honest Romas, but others do some picking
and some stealing. If you do not give them anything, they will wait until you leave
home. ey will stroll near your house, and suddenly something goes missing, haha.
One time, from a block of flats in Nowy Targ, all the metal doormats disappeared.
We check everybody, register everything they bring because later we may have
trouble with the police and courts aerwards. People come and file complaints that
we buy stolen goods. 
e railway station point: - ere were problems with young people, but they are
now older and smarter and may have no “successors”, ha ha. I remember one case:
they brought a compressor from a big freezer, I called the police, there was a court
case. But what can they do to them? ey have no money to pay a fine, so they get
probation for the low harmfulness of the deed. ey collect and deliver in groups,
they do everything in groups. 
Roman Wolski, a spokesperson of the county police headquarters in Nowy Targ,
claims that the the problems have disappeared since the scrap metal points record
everyone on the basis of their ID's. Employees are taught that they are to do this,
and if they suspect something has been stolen, they have to report this to the police.
Such monitoring has improved the situation. 

Roma geography 
In 2006, commissioned by the Roma Association in Poland, a survey was conducted
under the supervision of professor Lech Mróz.
Report from the survey: “the break of the 1950s to a great degree contributed to the
mountain Roma leaving their settlements. It was then that they started leaving for
Nowa Huta, and then to the Silesia district. ey gradually accommodated to the
type of work non-Roma do (in transport companies, on construction sites, doing
some unimportant work at the shoe factory in Nowy Targ and Cepelia). (…) To a
greater extent than Poles, they were accustomed to work in the sense that this notion
is understood by non-Roma.”
Professor Lech Mróz: - For the Polish Roma, work should provide within a short
time, a relatively good existence so that they have time to meet and talk to each
other. is is not possible by working from one shi buzzer to another, such as in
the ironworks. e geography of the Polish Roma location shis is defined by the
relations with their fellows even if they have to travel to Radom or Sopot to meet. To
do this, one has to have time and money. And that influences the way one earns
money, as well as one's attitude to work. In the case of the mountain Roma, this geo-
graphy is structured differently, within a few settlements tops. Apart from that, the
memory of wandering does not function. Mountain gypsies used to be constantly
bound to the non-gypsy side – settled, or “ours”, they were familiar to the surroun-
dings, working for the local landlords at least for some potatoes or a piece of pork
fat. ey had to meet the landlords' requirements since activities in agriculture hol-
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scrap metal in Denmark and sell it in Germany. e police does not control who
carries what in their cars, checking only whether the load does not exceed the limit. 
One gets up in the morning – at six or seven – tanks up and hits the road. Sometimes,
one drives 150 or 200 km. Further and further to find something. Sometimes, it
takes three days. 
e third stage of the scrap metal business: if someone gets rich, he starts buying in
bulk from collectors and resells at higher prices. 
Władysław: - I know in Germany a great wholesaler who started by collecting and
now he buys from other people. He is very rich, but he does not leave the business
area because he is an expert in it, having his sources. No one would resign.
Patryk from Zadział is currently unemployed. - I hope that when snows thaw, I will
get a call from my friend, who will find me something. I am going to start myself.
What God gives us will do. Jolanta Koral

Copper recycled after
dismantling electric
appliances and
burning cables.
Szaflary, 
March 29, 2013. 
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since if they buy a few hundred kilograms of valuable metal, it pays off; in case of a
blunder, they pay a few hundred Polish zloty fine just to keep the police away. e
German points strictly adhere to registering the sellers. e legalization of the pro-
fession makes it look different than in Poland: it becomes one of the profit possibilities,
without the danger of getting dirty. you receive scrap metal from landlords, you
have constant providers – you get the “pure thing”. It is telling that the Polish Roma
do not travel to Bulgaria where there are heaps of bankrupt factories – there, the
ethical standards and the earning range are different than in Europe. 
Władysław: - I would not go to Bulgaria for scrap metal collecting.
He would not be an object of scorn, collecting glass bottles. 
e Roma pick up recycling materials all over Europe. In Bulgaria and Romania
many villages live off it, with still a great number of ramshackle factories and ruins,
remnants of the agricultural collectives. In the Scandinavian countries, the return
bottle trade is blossoming. Copenhagen, for instance, has introduced a profitable
system: you throw a bottle into a machine, it prints a receipt and returns cash. you
do not have to explain anything or know the language. It pays off to travel there “for
bottles” even for 3-4 months.  

From Germany do Denmark 
Władysław: - In the West of Europe, the Roma commonly collect scrap metal. It is
clear that all the rich German Sinti started by doing that. e Polish Roma also dabble
in it. 
Aer the collapse of East Germany, scrap metal collectors were attracted mostly to
the eastern lands, where the remains of agricultural collectives and production coo-
peratives were a real treasure.
e business there and in Poland starts in the same way: going door-to-door.
A few people share money to rent a bus (some of them have a special hoist, finding
room for even up to eight tons), and then they share the earnings. Such a bus can ac-
commodate an entire day’s findings. Or one person buys a bus and gathers a few
people, earning money on both the bus and scrap metal.
ey work in pairs, sometimes with a helping hand that gets his own share.
e reception points are German. Władysław has never heard of a Roma opening his
own point. It is easily explained: scrap metal picking is not a registered activity. is
is vital for anyone entitled to German benefits. If the authorities found out that one
has an earning source, they would revoke the benefit. And the reception has to be
legal: everyone shows their IDs.
- When people realized that it was such a profitable business, they gradually organized
themselves better, finding permanent recipients. A landholder would collect scrap
metal in the yard and call the collector who would come and pay the German, but
less than what they would get from the reception point. Both sides were happy, and
the landlord enjoyed having the yard clean. He greeted the Roma with his open
hands.
Scrap metal collectors kept on visiting construction sites. e daily earnings reached
even 100 Euro. 
Władysław: - People still think: what sort of business is it? A great one! And seven
thousand Euro in hand could be earned within a month.
A few years ago, this golden business collapsed. Germans realized they could earn
more and started selling their metal themselves. More collectors means less scrap
metal to pick.
Władysław: - A lot of Roma moved to the near-Denmark-border area. ey pick up
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choice. It is either cottage-work, or preparing dumplings, sometimes sewing
and doing neighbours' hair. yet money off such irregular activity was too little.
Serious employers were afraid to give a job to a single mother of three children
who would have to shuttle from a nearby village to do her shi work. Teresa did
not want to fight for alimony in court, partly out of pride. Deep down in her
heart, she also hoped that everything would be fine and her husband would find
the right track.
It was Teresa's mother who convinced her to go to Brussels. She promised that
she would retire, take care of her grandchildren, and raise them off her small
pension till Teresa earned enough in Belgium. Virtually, all families in Podlasie
stood on their feet due to such trips.
She did not sleep that first night in the armchair. She missed her youngest 4-
year-old Zuzia, 9-year-old Anka, and 17-year-old Magda. e next day, she was
approached by construction workers, Poles. ey offered her a mattress in an

In one of the closed sport
compounds in Brussels. 
A carton flat, 
built by an illegal 
Belgian immigrant.
Photo: AFP/East News
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G Teresa has never spotted anyone 
but Arabs or Africans jumping out of
garbage trucks G Sons and grandsons 
of immigrants, they are the second, 
third or perhaps even fourth generation
predestined to garbage since their birth

Text: Sylwia Urbańska
Photos: Nick Hannes
e photos were taken in 2009 in Brussels. 
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Two Brussels

At the Polish Catholic Mission at Rue Jourdan, men and women
from small towns and villages sleep on their bags, eat and trade.
Buses with hundreds of the unemployed drive up almost to the
very door. Help us land a job priest. Let us stay for one night
priest, today and tomorrow. Us, compatriots! It was the beginning

of the 1990s. Employing a few people, the Mission in the Saint-Gilles district in
Brussels was flooded with complaints from the city authorities and inhabitants.
What is going on at Rue Jourdan? Please do something with the squatters there!
How many Poles were there in Brussels? At least 15 or even 25 thousand, there
were 50 thousand in the whole of Belgium. But nobody knows exactly. For sta-
tistics, they were invisible. 

A place in the basement 
From the Gare du Nord railway station, Teresa, wandering around in Brussels,
accidentally came across a Flemish church vestry. Someone took pity on a 30-
something, too exhausted for her age, tiny dark-haired woman, clinging to her
tiny suitcase. He bought a tram ticket, pushed it into Teresa's hand, and, on a
piece of paper, drew a map to the Mission, already famous in Brussels.
A Polish priest let her stay one night in an armchair in the corridor in front of
the chapel, yet only for one night. Presumably, he made an exception when she
said she had lived in Poland alone with three little children, destitute. Her
husband had lost his job in a factory in Bialystok. en he took to drinking, got
coarse and indifferent, and le. For a year, Teresa knocked on various door.
Aer graduating from a gastronomy school, you are not given much job-related
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hiring eager and cheap "hands to work" from the ird World countries. ey
were to be male and sent home aer doing the job. eir well-off neighbours
had had a similar idea – Germans, French, British. 
e French-speaking inhabitants of Maghreb seemed for Belgians just right.
When aer World War II, Western Europe experienced an economic boom,
hundreds of thousands of workers were employed in hard physical labour in
Wallonia coalmines, heavy industry plants and steelworks. ey also did the
Brussels underground drilling in construction since the 1960s. In the meantime,
the recession hit. Belgium in the 1970s was plagued by unemployment. Despite
the crisis, immigrants did not intend to return to graze sheep in Morocco,
Algiers, Tunis or Turkey. When legal jobs ended and some of the Wallonia
mines were closed, they moved to towns and took up tasks of little prestige that
the locals did not like, for instance, dealing with garbage. ey fought simulta-
neously for the legal right to stay and to reconnect families. ey smuggled
their wives and parents in. ey had children, whose children in turn brought
their wives to Belgium. When the government in 1985 agreed to reconnect fa-
milies, symbolically recognizing the “hands to work” to be people as good, a
great wave of Arab immigration flew in. Nowadays, in the European Union ca-

Enzo, illegal immigrant, 
came to Belgium from Italy. 
He lives in the sport hall 
of a closed recreation 
centre in Belgium.
Photo: AFP/East News
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illegally rented basement, this time for a week. In her letter home, Teresa did not
reveal to her mother that she shared her sleeping place with eight people and
that the first night one of her compatriots had stolen from her. She was discreet
about the illegal immigrant part of Brussels, sleeping in basements and attics,
about all the conditions. She did write to her mother that in Belgium the streets
are walked on by Saint Marias, similar to the one on our pictures with baby
Jesus. Teresa did not know that the veiled wives of immigrants from Arab co-
untries, from northern Africa – Morocco, Algiers, Turkey, Tunis, Egypt – had
arrived there before the Polish women. What she did not know was that these
Marias were Allah believers. How could she? New, from far away, from a village,
it was Catholic to the horizon.

Mohammeds from Brussels
Brussels has been a haven of many nations for a long time. Belgians craved a
cheap labour force as much as they desire cacao grains from Congo to produce
their national treasure – pralines. Brussels middle class looks into the future.
ey invest in education, travel and careers. Who would like to dig tunnels for
the Brussels underground? Or sweep pavements? ey came up with the idea of

Mamadou Balde,
unemployed immigrant
from Guinea, has stayed 
in Belgium for 13 years. 
He lives in a closed sport
compound cloakroom 
in Brussels. 
Photo: AFP/East News
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dough. e number of Eurocrats and advisers today oscillates between 40 and
170 thousand because Brussels is a global diplomacy capital city. e professional
lifestyle of managers and officials in NATO, the European Union, embassies
and local NGOs, covers the bustling of invisible hands and feet. Someone had
to, and still does clean residencies, clean the streets, starch the hotel laundry,
wipe children's snotty noses, cook, clean and iron. All of this for pay a few or
even a few dozen times lower than that of an average clerk. A cleaner may earn
up to a thousand Euro monthly, while a starting EU interpreter gets over four
thousand in hand, a bit above the national average salary. And the respected
Eurocrat earns an average of a dozen or so thousand Euro, with numerous bo-
nuses for children's kindergarten and education, for separation, for an enterta-
inment allowance. It is due to them that Brussels has developed an underground
zone of the cheap, the migrating and the foreign.
en, in the 1990s, in the Mission, a young priest, having just returned from the
Congo, received more phone calls from aristocratic women wanting to employ
servants than from the faithful. A renowned retired Belgian man was looking
for a neat Polish female cleaner. Further requests came: a Flemish female doctor
– someone reliable to change diapers for her elderly mother; someone else – to

Squash court in the closed
sport centre in Brussels.
Alain, illegal immigrant
from Ghana, lives here.
Photo: AFP/East News
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pital, the most frequently given name is Mohammed - only in Brussels, inhabited
by one million people, 160 thousand out of 370 thousand of all Belgian Muslims
live legally.
Four generations of immigrants live amongst the Belgians, seemingly together
yet separate, since the multi-cultural Brussels has issues with ghettos, ethnic con-
flicts, burnt cars and conflicts about veils at schools. Natives are afraid of venturing
to the five out of its 19 districts with the highest number of Islam believers. But
Poles are not afraid of living there. e poorest districts – Anderlecht, Molenbeek,
Brussels-Centre, Saint-Josse and Schaerbeek – are located in the central and we-
stern parts of Brussles, near the Senne river canal.

Hungry East aer the Ruanda blacks 
ings got a bit different for colored immigrants from Congo, the massacre-
ridden Ruanda and Burundi. Imperialist Belgium got rich due to its African
Congo. is is a country eight times bigger and a hundred times more fertile.
e king of Belgium, Leopold II bought rights to it in 1885. anks to ivory,
mines, and caoutchouc, sold all over the world, Belgium got more beautiful ar-
chitecturally, blossoming with secession and art nouveau. But on its hands it had
the blood of millions of slaves, tormented in the colonial diamond, copper, and
gold mines or the caoutchouc plantations. Its symbol is the chicote – the tool of
guards, a 2-metre-long whip, made of rough rhino skin, whose one hit slits one's
skin deep down to the bone. Many black slaves were slain to death with it.
Statistics mention even 5-10 million village inhabitants were murdered by plan-
tation owners and guards for not meeting the constantly increasing quota. e
hell of Congo, best described by Joseph Conrad in e Heart of Darkness, was
analyzed by Hanna Arendt and Mark Twain. An example of a chicote hangs in a
glass box in the Museum of Africa in the small Tervuren, which the Belgian King
Leopold II ordered to build and connect with Brussels by a wide 10-kilometre
representational alley. Obviously, with money earned from the colony. Aerwards,
Belgium in 1964 returned Congo its freedom, apologized a few times, compen-
sating financially for the suffering. yet it le Africa in great panic. 
It is said that when the thugs of the Mobutu general Sese Seko massively slaug-
htered the whites, within a few days 35 thousand Belgians were evacuated with
no more than five Boeing 707 planes. Belgians did not prepare the country they
were leaving for a new life, and that may today be the greatest burden on their
conscience. 
Today Belgium tries to receive refugees from the former colonies who lack bread,
not war. In the centre of Brussels, next to the King's Palace, there spreads the
Congo district called Matonge. It brings to mind associations with the bustling
mother-district in Kinshasa. 12 thousand Congolese are said to have been granted
citizenship in Belgium. And then there came the hungry buses from the East, the
new capitalist Poland, Ukraine. 

e Invisible Bustling 
When Teresa ended up in the basement, she did not know yet that she had
landed for good in the other, worse Brussels. It is not a secret that there are two
Brussels, unable to live separately. One is colorful and illegal, a reservoir of cheap
labor, sleeping in the damp basements of tenement houses or in attics without
elevators, vegetating. e better one, more elegant, cares about sustaining the
pulse of the vegetation. Global and European institutions grow as rapidly as
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they are to be trusted. A foreign culture, African, or maybe prejudice towards
the former colonizer. Women of color clean shops, department stores, halls,
factories. And since great areas are cleaned at night, they usually start in the late
evening when customer activity dies down.
White women clean houses though they also are hierarchized. Eurocrats re-
commend each other helpers from the Philippines: they use English, are educated
and serviceable. ey can rarely visit their country, so they are devoted to their
employers. Polish women have also earned their cleaning esteem. ey are said
to be more accurate than the Portuguese, punctual and treat cleaning almost
like a moral mission. Brazilians and Ukrainians have the most difficult time.
ey don't have a residence permit and thus lack employment rights, so they are
recommended as the cheapest.
Teresa le the French family aer a year when she knew the language well
enough to rent a flat and work on her own. She wanted her children to be able
to visit her. She earned 1000 Euro, half of which was spent on rent for her
shabby attic and modest life in Brussels. e other half she spent on her daughters'
maintenance. She visited vegetable markets and picked up carrots and potatoes
dropped by market sellers. What she economised on food she sent to her children.
Twice a year, she visited them on Christmas and Easter; twice a year they visited
her in Brussels. ey hid from the police, trying to avoid deportation, but they
were also cautious in the Schaerbeek and Saint-Gilles districts. Areas inhabited
by Poles were dangerous and break-ins and assaults on illegal house workers
(also organized by their compatriots) would happen on a daily basis. e girls
also helped their mother do the cleaning. 
In 2004, house services were legalized. Job centres appeared, Titrès-Services,
offering their customers legal employment rights and tax exemptions to emplo-
yers. While it was estimated that 25 thousand workers would leave the under-
ground, in 2008 the bureaus registered 90 thousand women. yet Titrès-Services
do not regulate the employment of nannies; protection applies only to cleaning.
Hierarchies are now fixed, and it is still not known how many immigrants work
with no permit.

Marvels – 1 Euro per each
An army of women similar to Teresa cross each other's paths. At 6 a.m. in the
underground, in front of houses, at the fixed time they bring outside bags with
segregated garbage. Teresa has never noticed anyone else other than Arabs or
Africans jumping out of garbage trucks. Sons and grandsons of immigrants,
they are the second, third or perhaps even fourth generation since their birth
predestined to garbage. eir ranks are fuelled by the new ones who manage to
land legal stay permits in refugee centres. Each year 10-40 thousand people
apply for asylum, mostly from countries ravaged by war conflicts – Guinea, Af-
ghanistan, Congo, Syria, Senegal, Cameroon, Russia (Chechens) – and ethnic
conflicts like Albania and Kosovo. For every five or eight applicants, the permit
is given. 
Teresa also meets cleaners at flea markets. She visits them on her only free day,
Sunday, aer mass at the Cathedral Notre Dame de la Chapelle. is is her en-
tertainment, her cinema, theatre, books. Other immigrants also spend the whole
week waiting for the fair.
Marvels in grey boxes, one Euro per item: pots, mini-plates, trays, bags, clothes,
wooden duck figurines, metal candelabras, porcelain dolls placed on mantelpieces

Immigrants Adedayo Folowosele
and Florence Benga from Nigeria
are waiting for the authority's
decision about legalizing their
stay in Belgium. 
They live in an old damp
building in the Molenbeek
district in Brussels. 
Adedayo works illegally, 
is paid 5 Euro per hour.
Photo: AFP/East News
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help with a child, to tend to the residence, to mind the gardens, a bricklayer's
helper, a watchman on a farm. Walking, surveying, choosing. Like at a market-
place Teresa was approached by a French family. ey discussed work conditions
with gestures: a place to sleep, board and pocket money, for child and house
care. ey drew a bit on paper. is is how her life outside the basement started
for good, outside, but still underground.

Philippine women serviceable, Polish ones with a mission
Decade aer decade, the cleaning hierarchies have shaped in the underground
life. eoretically according to competences, jobs were distributed on the basis
of skin color, gender and religion. Women? To floors, to cooking. To children,
to the old and ailing. At least those white from towns. Village women, stout and
robust, to farms, buckets, garden tending, cleaning manufactories and meat free-
zers. Women of color? To mops rather than to children. One never knows if
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thousand hours of illegal wiping, scrubbing, cleaning and waxing – a dozen or
so per day, six or seven days a week. She is earning for two houses, three daughters
and their educations. Alone.
Helplessness and despair get to her the most in the Polish Catholic Mission and
Church Notre Dame de la Chapelle where the ashes of painter Pieter Bruegel
are stored. Poles rank up high in the Brussels statistics of mass participation. Te-
resa meets familiar women there, conversations revolve around cleaning, as well
as weddings, children, illnesses and romantic affairs of their employers. Cleaners
live the lives of the several families employing them. For Teresa, the only private
moments are escapades to the fair and one short love affair with an African im-
migrant. She could not afford a long one. She lives only for her daughters. 
e Rue Jourdan camping ground and mattress-laden basements have ceased
to exist: the Brussels authorities had them eliminated. yet buses transport new
generations of cleaning men and women straight to housekeeping agencies or
employers' houses. ere are ca. 150 thousand Poles in Brussels. 
In her last letter, Teresa's mother wrote: “Kids are grown-up and independent.
Time to leave and live!” 
yet Teresa has been working legally for a short time. She came out recently, in
2009, when Belgium formally opened the labour market for Polish people. 
Now she saves for her pension and a single-room flat in Poland since her daughters
with families and grandchildren occupy her former flat. She is 56 and eventually
takes care of herself. She is not returning. She is earning for her old age. 

Sylwia Urbańska

Lello Lo Riggio 
from Djibouti lives with
his wife and six children
in an abandoned flat 
in the Molenbeek district
in Brussels. 
For more than 2 years, 
he has been looking for 
a better place to stay.
Photo: AFP/East News
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by the Belgian women, worn-out but still useful rugs. Teresa knows what to buy
for her daughters. She sees a lot when cleaning wealthy houses. ere are the
same things at the fair, yet much cheaper, for several Euros, because Arab boys,
Africans and the homeless, clean the city of unwanted abandoned matter like
ants. Some wander around, looking for objects put up outside residences. Garbage
collectors find trinkets in bags worth at least a cent. Others have cleaning firms
aimed at the houses of deceased old people and then take all this to the flea
market, at Jeu de Balle, in the old worker district Marolles, formerly known for
the hot-blooded nature of its people, today inhabited mostly by immigrants from
North Africa. Brussels not only creates hierarchies of cleaners but also regulates
the priority of consumption. Garbage people constitute the second wave, being
at the very end of the queue. 
Teresa puts off doing shopping till 2 p.m., when the fair is on the go. Prices go
down and it is possible to find something in carton boxes.
On Monday she exchanges her dreams of a beautiful house and family into
wiping the dirt of strangers. She builds a wall of indifference. Around Wednesday
she again cleans toilets with her head raised. yet the awareness of the hole in her
CV is getting increasingly painful. Teresa has calculated that 20 years equals 74

Ahmed, illegal immigrant
from Morocco, has lived 
in Belgium for 5 years. 
He lives in a deserted
Coyote hotel.
Photo: AFP/East News
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hics. He watches the processes through the perspective of race differences,
and his perspective can help us notice the fluidity of the garbage definition. 
Race is a complex issue, difficult to untangle, due to which mostly it does
not clearly match the reality. For instance, I frequently use terms “black”
and “white” instead of notions like “Afro-Americans” or “people of European
descent”. I do this mostly because the term “Afro-Americans”, suggesting
descendants of American slaves, would be inaccurate in reference to the
district population. Some are Afro-American while a lot of them come
from the Caribbean – some, even in the second generation, still identify
themselves with their origins, while others, just aer their arrival, perceive
themselves as Afro-Americans. ere are a lot of white people as well, yet
their identities are rich in nuance, which cannot be rendered with the term
“European descent”. Despite all the complexity, class differences keep the
white category as privileged and the black as the privilege-less. In the district
area, the white frequently originate from the middle class, while the black,
though at times not belonging to the group, reject such differentiation by
definition. e United States has a long history of segregation, which is still
visible in the constantly changing landscape of New york. e tense racial
relations contribute to the conviction that poor black people are losing ac-
commodation due to the white (and not only) middle class. e changes
cannot be explained by the simple fact of the white moving into the black
district. It is the sum of many factors, including city planning, which pro-
motes gentrification as a form of managing space. 
Race and class tensions can be narrated by watching the creative capability
of people and their ways of managing space they inhabit. Swap Shop is one
of such places where one can notice the role of race relations in the circula-
tion of objects – and vice versa: the contribution of objects in shaping the
logics of race. e objects may be garbage, recycled materials, or valuable
“oldies” and vintage treasures. yet the way the valuable or valueless status
is ascribed to them is also a function of deeply race-charged narrations
rooted in the material structure of the district. e question “what is garbage”
concerns those granted the right to formulate the definition. 

Garbage or treasure? 
Eddie, whose shop has been a constant element of the surroundings for al-
most 20 years, is a black middle-aged man with rough hands and thick
glasses. He almost always wears a flannel shirt and a beige baseball cap with
a blue brim. e store employees are frequently homeless black men –
“neighborhood friends”, as Eddie calls them – who help him pick up things.
Although this description shows Eddie as a relatively harmless man, deve-
lopers, new dwellers and garbage men perceive him as a problem. Both he
and the shop stand in stark contrast to the aesthetics of the district. Eddie
acts in alliance with the original inhabitants of the neighbouring Bedford-
Stuyvesant, shortened to Bed-Stuy. He frequently refers to his shop as a
way of rescuing the district, and, as I have observed myself, playing race
and class relations.    
According to Eddie, the spot where his shop is located used to be a part of
Bed-Stuy. yet individual settlements of Brooklyn frequently take on various
shapes depending on whom I have asked. I have checked the official facts:
maps show that Eddie is not entirely right. Although all of the maps do

Marisa Solomon
- a PhD candidate in the
Anthropology Institute in
New York's New School for
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G Areas of poor districts, formerly considered as
waste, have now gained a new social charm and value
G Recycling emphasizes the significance of racially
charged interactions

Marisa Solomon

R E C Y C L I N G

The Brooklyn King
of Recycling

Eddie Hibbert – called by the locals the king of reuse, or rather
rescue – is the Swap Shop owner, the exchange centre located
at the corner of Green and Grand alleys in New york's Broo-
klyn. Eddie's store is a maze full of abandoned objects. e
main room resembles a storehouse, where one can find eve-

rything: from pillars and window panes, to lamps and vinyl records. It is
partly a shop, partly a trash dump, by some considered an antique shop,
by others – a pile of garbage. 
Eddie's business, located in the very centre of the Clinton Hill district, re-
sisted many attempts by investors to buy it in the stormy, druggy 1990s.
e urban projects and the increasing number of middle-class inhabitants
gradually changed the population, transforming the poor and mainly mi-
nority-inhabited district into a fashionable area, populated by “interesting
people” and buildings of a historical character. It could even be said that
the change – gentrification – brought along some force that cast the mino-
rities, sometimes together with garbage and junk, as elements of the “cool”
local specificity. e place, formerly inhabited by those people – Afro-
Americans, Jamaicans, Afro-Trinidadians – has now become the meeting
area for the white and the black, for the middle-class and those who do not
belong to it, for garbage and treasure...
It is not always easy to spot racially charged tensions when a given district
“is getting better”. Eddie not only watched the changes but also, thanks to
the store, benefitted from the transitions in the racial and class demograp-
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yet still, the border holds a significant meaning. Bed-Stuy and Clinton Hill
mean something different, embodying different social, racial and class sta-
tuses. From the historical perspective, Bed-Stuy has always been a district
of the black working and lower-middle classes, while Clinton Hill still has
the higher, and increasing, ratio of the white middle class. Bed-Stuy is dirty
and littered, while the clean Clinton Hill offers a lot of health food stores.

is difference frequently gets blurred as the border line is fluid, embracing
still changing populations and other things. Like most borders, especially
borders of definitions, this one is not waterproof, but full of leaks. e
border is frequently referred to in discussions about changes, mostly gen-
trification-related, which started first in Clinton Hill, then also in Bed-Stuy.
e border between the clean and the dirty, “ours” and “others”, is blurry,
changing the definition’s frames of the identities of districts between the
black and the white, between poverty and recycling or rescuing objects,
between garbage and treasure. 
When I asked Eddie about the origins of all those amazing objects, he said
they came mostly from demolition areas and that mostly they were picked
up in the neighbourhood. “ey are pulling down our houses” – Eddie told
me pointing to his hand and then mine, and to the skin color we both have.
“ey build new houses, our settlements get ruined, and there is no room
for all the things just as there is not for us. We have to act creatively, they
cannot take everything”.
e houses Eddie refers to are mostly brownstones, formerly inhabited by
poor immigrants and black families. eir tenants got ousted or moved out
themselves, emptying the buildings, some of which are demolished to make
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mark the district range, they show the border line between Clinton Hill
and Bed-Stuy going along the Classon alley, a few crossings east of the
shop.
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the world their politcal views through the “Equality for everyone” stickers
on ecological metal water bottles, perfectly fitting New Brooklyn's aesthetics.
ey were looking for a new door to their brownstone they were renovating.
Eddie sold them a pair of doors for 900 dollars. Such unique doors, found
during the neighbourhood house demolitions, are today recycled and reused
as “vintage” elements in the district, refurbished by the middle class.
Rescuing the “original” door has become the new trend – it is easily noticed
as a part of the wider “recycled use” trend – among those who renovate
either to settle there themselves or to resell or rent it. is is how the shop,
as Eddie declares it, serves the ghetto's survival, has become a magnet at-
tracting antique hunters looking for a specific style that cannot be bought
in department stores. Becoming elements of the contemporary mantra of
recycling and reusing, these surviving ghetto fragments are gaining an in-
credible creative power. Ironically, the same objects – pieces of poor districts
– formerly viewed as junk, have now gained a new social charm and value.
Reusing emphasizes the significance of racially-charged interactions. Due
to its material dimension, it becomes a dialogue not only on race and wider
changes happening in the district, but also on the symbolical level. Nego-
tiating race is, in this case, connected with questioning the material value
of things. 
For many people – marginalized blacks and immigrants, including the ho-
meless working in the store – Eddie's store is the source of a means to live;
to live in itself associated with garbage. 

Yet garbage?
Swap Shop, in the past located in a dirty and littered district, is now a part
of the Brooklyn that many dream of: full of art, diversity, comfort. Developers
looking for investment areas in the neighbourhood constantly view the
shop as an undeveloped lot, as if asking itself to be developed and moder-
nised:

“- It's a waste of space – says a real estate investor, a recent shop visitor. He
entered, looked around with disapproval, took a peek at piles of old disco-
loured doors in front of the shop – decrepit ornaments of door frames, dis-
mantled elements of stairs, rusted metal rods inside – and immediately
made an offer. - How much are you getting weekly? - asked the investor. -
I will buy you out. And open a bar instead”.   

Eddie recoiled, stubbornly claiming his important role to play in the society
that wants and deserves to survive. at was not the first such bid Eddie
has received and definitely will not be the last one. ere have been deve-
lopment and modernisation projects, as well as city aestheticising programs.
e border line between Bed-Stuy and Clinton Hill is shiing – for many
inhabitants changes in the local window shops and in the racial population
ratios are equivalent to Bed-Stuy's moving, or rather shrinking.
e word the programs are frequently advertised with is, revitalisation.
Bed-Stuy has seen several such endeavours, including the Revitalization
Program for Fulton Street, a controversial plan of space management ini-
tiated in the 1980s which spread into nearby districts such as Franklin or
Putnam (where a recently opened bar has grown and devoured the infamous
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room for developer-built expensive condominia for the rich who look for
new trendy surroundings. Since Eddie has his connections, he attends the
town council meetings. He has lived here all his life, he simply knows
where changes are to be introduced and where to look for waste products
and abandoned objects. yet not all of his goods are junk. At least not all of
them are of similar provenience. A lot of people leave behind furniture,
tableware and other objects, as well as interior design items, lying outside
to be picked up as garbage or to be taken by people. Since the racial and
class profile of the district is changing fast, among the goods one can find
almost-new IKEA furniture or design elements from the more elegant Pier
1 Imports. Remains of the old Brooklyn, peppered with elements of the
new.

Treasure...?
What Eddie's shop has the greatest number of is doors. And this is what I
started questioning him about. He knows a lot about his goods and talks
about them with such passion that while walking around in this amazing
scenery you cannot remain indifferent. 
When he looks at and talks about the objects, interlacing this with the dis-
trict's history, they liven up. I have never met anyone closer to the “vibrant
materialism” idea. When he started talking, I quickly realized I was expe-
riencing pieces of flats and all those people; flats destroyed and taken away,
deserted houses. In the pieces of matter there are vibrant tremors, difficult
to notice unless you are interested in the past lives of the objects and their
potential future existence. e material says “28x98 inches”... we are ap-
proaching a narrow green door with brass knobs. is door, with its rare
size, is a part of Brooklyn's past, but even more of its future: vintage browns-
tones, original “stylized” terraced houses, objects of desire of rich New
yorkers. In the New york Times' “Real Estate” page, we can read about
the trend: 

“- Tastes are changing along with generation shis – says David Hecht,
Brooklyn architect who modernized his terraced house in Clinton Hill. -
Modern sensibility is more flexible, informal, fluid. And because gover-
nment buildings are by nature “flexible”, they meet such changes well. It's
a part of historical continuity – not parting with it, but another turn of its
circle”4

How it happens that the door speaks I might not be able to explain here,
but how we are able to hear that is the matter of rearticulating the old into
the new. Obviously, in this case, those who hear are brownstone owners,
the class of people who possess the ability of desiring “modernisation”, yet
Eddie, living here since his birth, can also hear this trend, and this is,
among others, why his shop is still standing. Swap Shop could benefit from
the increasing market niche, particularly interested in brownstones. e
district is not only getting modernised, but also changing colour – perhaps
because modernisation is deeply connected with class differences; to mo-
dernise also means to change colour. 
I was watching a couple of white 60-something-year-olds haggling with
Eddie. Both were wearing tight jeans and expensive shoes, announcing to
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and district borderline diversity takes place through materiality. Perhaps
such rescuing is a way of keeping the “ghetto” alive, raising an objection
against the claim it is only a garbage dump; it is perhaps a form of fight for
being visible among the fast changes happening in places like New york;
maybe it is an attempt to reach for power through the “green” rhetoric of
the era of ecology, recycling and reusing; maybe it is a combination of all
these, or maybe none of the above. Anyhow, it is a part of the story about
change and development.    
When Swap Shop was being established, it was not the promising endeavour
by a guy next-door, instead it was nestled in a deserted building that, as
Eddie told me, initially did not even have a roof. In the context of criminality,
occasional unrest and drug trade, opening a shop on this particular street
corner seemed doomed to failure. And yet, along with the changes in the
district, the place started co-creating the structure of relations in the neig-
hbourhood, combining and separating identities, as well as the materialisa-
tion of history that, despite all of this, is still valid in the circulation of
things, be it garbage or treasure. 

Marisa Solomon
Title and lead by the editorial staff

“Brownstone”, particularly
in the Brooklyn context, is
a building with a facade of
characteristic red-brown
sandstone and a
characteristic architectural
form – a terraced house,
frequently from the break
of the 19th and 20th

centuries, usually with
three floors and the front
stairs leading to the main
entrance to the first floor
(translator's footnote).

In the book Vibrant Matter,
politologe Jane Bennett
proposes a new way of
describing the reality and
being in it which does not
rely on dichotomies such
as subject/object,
human/inhuman, etc.,
instead perceiving the
world as composed of
vibrant matter. Bodies are
complex structures
originating as a
consequence of time
passing and changeable
circumstances. Instead of
the conception of the
world constantly creating
divisions and
differentiations, she
proposes the perspective
of vibrant materialism,
embracing everything as
homogenous “vital”
matter. 
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Putnam Candy Store – the sweet shop selling a definitely different type of
product). e project, which brought large chain stores and condominia
to the district, also caused a dramatic rise in rent, which in turn started
ousting low-wage families, immigrants and the small businesses of black
citizens. e programs additionally brought along a new city code of ma-
naging garbage, the departure from which, such as improper collecting
and storing of garbage, may result in incredibly strict penalties. Although,
on the one hand, it means that at some places garbage would burden so-
meone with responsibility, it also means that places like junk and scrap
metal points, wild parking lots where old cars are stored and shops such as
Eddie's business are in a precarious position, themselves balancing, in the
view of the city garbage disposal service, on the border of the “garbage”
definition. ough Eddie has so far managed to fend off most of the penal-
ties and fines, he has indeed received many and decided to pay many to
rescue the shop. Some see garbage simply as garbage, not treasure. Projects
leading streets to “cleanliness” do so by exploiting a lot of people from
whom they strip of their means of survival.
e success of the Fulton Street Revitalization Project and other similar
projects has contributed to real estate in some parts of Bed-Stuy rising to
twice their value since the 1980s. Along with the progressive melting of
Bed-Stuy and Clinton Hill, issues like doors, housing estates and even in-
formal scrap yards, formerly perceived as “garbage”, now turn out to be
valuable. It does not apply to everything though. Garbage is an ambivalent
issue, and a lot depends on whether it is defined by the municipal code, by
a poor person or by someone from Brooklyn's middle class. Some people
and objects change their places and the border lines of districts are changing,
race and class are negotiated through materiality under the slogans of re-
vitalisation or aestheticisation. Although Bed-Stuy is still primarily a black
district, it is quickly changing, particularly since the pro-ecological move-
ment promoting recycling has helped reshape the identity of Bed-Stuy
from one associated with pollution to one worth rescuing.

Surviving (through) infrastructure
While writing the text, I have tried to dilute several differences, including
the alleged border between Bed-Stuy and Clinton Hill. I am doing this be-
cause this is exactly what Swap Shop is doing: it blurs the division, causing
the ability to be in two regions at the same time and experiencing the
results of this “spread” through materiality which revives the histories of
changing the racial, political and socio-economic cases of a district. 
For me, it is a story of rescuing infrastructure and done through infras-
tructure. is rescuing can tell us a lot, in various ways, about how it
endows people with identity, and about how objects are defined and through
whose hands they pass. Today's changes around Swap Shop constitute a
part of the constant “development” plan of New york. Infrastructure, tho-
ugh frequently understood as strictly material channels enabling the flow
of things – be it information, sewage or capital – may also be treated con-
ceptually as a way of thinking through both material and social circulations.
e case of Eddie's shop, along with the objects sold and people working
and buying there, show that “rescuing the ghetto” may take the form of
social managing, some sort of infrastructure, where negotiating racial, class
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Does that mean that everyone is mixing something?
- A few years ago, it seemed that the revolution of digital media and Web 2.0 made
access to computers and the Internet more universal, thereby enabling everyone to use
it freely and creatively. But those who publish, who film, who mix music constitute a
minority. There are a lot of people who redistribute, comment on and share, somewhat
taking on a curatorial role. The way of redistribution makes the same content, conveyed
in different contexts and through different channels, mean different things. Watching
a film in a cinema, having been encouraged by a press critic, is different from watching
the same film on the Internet, after getting a web link from a friend. It is distribution
that builds the audience and creates a social difference. 

No more than twenty years ago, remix was associated only with music.
- The “remix” term, before it started to melt semantically, referred just to music. The
remix of a music piece was a tool in the hands of outcasts; cultural, social or economic.
On the one hand, there was Jamaica and the sound system culture; on the other there
was New york, with its gay discos and disco remixes. There was the African-American
minority from Brooklyn, appropriating mainstream music to remix it for its own use.
In Jamaica, the factor stimulating this version of culture was also money. Recording
“from scratch” cost a lot, so they sampled pieces of existing recordings, mixing them
with each other. Initially, remix belonged to the counterculture. However, the develop-
ment of digital media spawned the interest of white men, the privileged, not excluded
group. Today, remix has spread to all areas of artistic activity. 

What are the areas, apart from music? 
- Till recently, I thought that closed precise messages could be produced only on a tex-
tual basis. But my students treat photography or film as common sources of communi-
cation. Memes, pictures from webpages such as “Demotywatory” get conventionalized
so strongly that they themselves constitute content. They don't need text. As for paint-
ings, the significant moment was the emergence of Photoshop, leading to the emergence
of other photo editing software. Films are also remixed: youTube has socialised not only
content but also the context around it: how we comment on it, how we remix what has
been remixed before. Such life after life is the essence of remix. Today we have rather
equally important niches in the area of which various remixes are created; there is no
one trend dominating. 

Who makes all those funny films we share on social media platforms, who searches
for song reworkings or captions funny pictures? 
In Poland and all over the world, active participation in culture is the domain of those
who are younger, better educated (therefore wealthier), technologically fluent and cre-
ative - so, in a way, the privileged. But this is just the result of averaging the general dig-
ital media participant qualities. 

Why do people sacrifice their time to translate subtitles to my favourite TV series?
Or to dub a fragment of a known film with new dialogues? Just for the great fun of
millions of Internet users? 
There may be various reasons: the need of a moment, an impulse, a need to express
oneself, to share one's thoughts, to influence others, to get famous or to develop one's
professional career. Due to the positive reaction of the audience, the incidental activity
may turn into an almost professional one. But if we asked a popular blogger about the
motives, we would hear different answers depending on a given day. There is no one
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G In the world of cultural hyperactivity, we have 
to be online constantly G And sometimes a good form
of communication is quoting or appropriating content
authored by someone else - says Mirosław Filiciak ,
PhD, in a conversation with  
Magdaleną Kicińską

R E C Y C L I N G

Remix or 
Life after Life 

Works of Marcel Duchamp or Andy Warhol, Banksy's murals, the 1989 election
poster featuring Gary Cooper…
- These are remixes.

“Future always draws on the past” – claims the free access to culture manifesto,
which also features in Brett Taylor's cult movie RIP! A Remix Manifesto (2008). 
- What we call cultural property or cultural heritage largely bases on reworking,
quoting, using various conventions, and bumping them against each other. Remix
was, for example, the base of stories referring to favourite literary works done by
women in Victorian England. Today we would classify them as fan fiction. We have
always been doing such culture recycling. The remix culture notion refers not only
to the world of modern technologies and digital media, obviously connected with
it very strongly. It is said that we function in the world of constant beta versions;
this is how easy the stream of content is, ready to be processed. And it is processed
or, in other words, remixed. 

Where does this need come from? Why do we process ready culture products
more willingly than build something from scratch?
- What does that mean “from scratch”? Does the creative process happen in a vac-
uum? A creator always gets imbued with what they have read, seen or survived. Each
creator, classical and making a remix. Today we get imbued with a lot of things. We
are functioning in the world of cultural agitation. We have to be online constantly.
And sometimes a good form of communicating is quoting or appropriating content
authored by someone else – because it shortens time, because the context is univer-
sally known. 

Mirosław Filiciak, PhD
does research on the
influence of digital media
on participation in culture,
the Internet and computer
games. At the University of
Social Sciences and
Humanities, he is the head
of the Centre of Popular
Culture Research; he
conducts courses on new
media, pop-culture and
audiovisual culture. 
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Isn't it a bit similar to the surge in popularity of Stanisław Bareja's movies? Today's
teenagers find Miś funny for other reasons than their parents do.
- That's true. Contexts have shifted. But gaps in erudition boil down to being unaware
of both the original and the remixes. A lot of the Downfall remixers have not seen the
whole movie, and really don't care about it. Some people are even certain that it was we
in Poland who came up with the idea of adding different subtitles, while in fact this
meme has been circling the Internet space for a long time.

There are also attempts at translating foreign remixes to our cultural context. In the
USA, there appeared cat pictures whose captions contained spelling errors on pur-
pose. Some time later, this also became big in Poland.
- And “our” remixes may seem much funnier than the original since they fit our sense
of humour, refer to a social or historical context, or wittily comment on current affairs,
though they certainly may seem funnier because they are Polish.

Are Polish remixes different than the ones from other parts of the world?
- Today's fashions are global. I don't create mental boxes for Polish memes and foreign
memes. I am browsing the Internet using different criteria: Downfall remixes or funny
cat pictures. The identity of their authors is not that important. Still, some ideas are
more popular in Poland, and local footage remixes are identified only by Polish people.
It is difficult to say why some remixes become memes, while others don't. The Internet
is a massive mine of material that passes unnoticed and then somebody finds something
that becomes a hit, such as “Jożin z Bażin” (“Jożin from Bażiny”) or the song “Ona tańczy
dla mnie” (“She Dances for Me”) by Weekend.

The latter has gathered the greatest number of displays ever among Polish clips on
YouTube.
- For twenty years, disco-polo has bustled under the surface of the mainstream. And
suddenly, for no apparent reason, everyone goes crazy about this song, though it does
not differ much from others in this vein. It quickly got remixed and reworked by many
people.

There's a jazz version and an opera version...
- Something for everyone. Here in Poland a lot happens on the redistribution level. Poles
willingly share files, translating, for instance, subtitles for movies, or holding the afore-
mentioned curatorial roles. In the “Tajni Kulturalni” (“Culturally Undercover”) report
(published recently by a research group I am a member of), we call them “people-
routers.” It is largely due to them that the circulation of cultural products is possible.

And what are your favourite remixes? 
- I don't have such a list. But I do love the works of Uwe Schmidt, who, under various
aliases, records ironic covers of pop hits. I am not sure if they may be called remixes. I
was also impressed with Aphex Twin remixing Penderecki at The Congress of Culture
(Kongres Kultury). I also liked Polish hip-hop when it was not as serious as it is now:
Kaliber 44 had tracks where they sampled footage from old fairytales. I also like found
footage documentaries - It Felt Like a Kiss by Curtis is also a remix in a sense. And the
fan-made remixes of cinema blockbusters… But I don't want to give the impression
that I have fun only with remixes of artistic and intellectual aspirations. I did like the
take on “Ona tańczy dla mnie” done on several floppy disc drives.
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answer.

Can the notion of participation in culture relate to activity in the digital world? 
- This topic is part of a big discussion. We still employ binary oppositions: new v. old,
created from scratch v. copied, creator v. audience. The realities, created in front of our
eyes, are more complicated, destroying such notions. Can one relate obsolete categories
to the new reality? Marek Krajewski, professor at Adam Mickiewicz University, thinks
that the culture participation notion should remain, though worked up a little. Culture
is not a sacred area, neither formalized nor institutionalized, not an area that one enters
into bowing with humility…

…wiping off one's shoes first.
- We should depart from such an approach and talk more about cultural practices or
practicing culture. It has to be approved that ways of experiencing and creating culture
require more or less engagement, which does not position them in a worse-better hi-
erarchy.

Seeing an opera is not better than creating an opera version of a disco-polo hit?
- It's difficult to compare without a specific context, but there may be different ways of
functioning in culture. Not everything we do on the Internet or through digital media
is an act of creation. Sometimes it's only a side effect or a communication product, like
most Facebook comments. 

And what about uploading a famous scene from Oliver Hirschbiegel's Downfall,
where the images of the angry and screaming Führer are subbed with captions about
closing a popular club in Warsaw? What about Donald Tusk's reaction to the
protests against ACTA? Is this participation in culture?
- Of course, it is.

In a YouTube clip, “Tupu tup po śniegu”, the author mixed fragments of the Stalin-
grad siege footage with a children's ditty about winter. Cultural expert, Kontakt
magazine editor Jan Mencwel notes: “If this had been signed by a respected video
artist, like Mirosław Bałka, this piece would be displayed in the most renowned
world galleries. Art critics would call it subversive, noticing in it a great load of crit-
icism about the contemporary world. And museum curators would sign the piece,
“The work shows how Hitler's persona and images of war have become one of the
many elements of the surrounding visual area, elements that freely permeate each
other, losing their primary meaning.”
- We are experiencing problems talking about art or culture. Is art only what is created
by artists (and that raises another problem: who is a real artist?) and shown in galleries? 

And with art showing something that has already been shown. 
- The culture of remix often digs up completely forgotten artifacts. A few years ago there
was a memorable discussion. Juliusz Machulski, the former Polish Filmmakers Associ-
ation head, was justifying his attempt at prosecuting teenagers who remixed classical
Polish films and uploaded them to youTube. Piotr Szulkin replied: “We should be happy
with such actions because otherwise teenagers would never watch the films.” I do agree
with him, though I'm aware that remix is a culture with a short memory span. It boosts
wit, appreciates the knowledge of quotes and references, but also causes the original to
be sometimes ousted by the remix. 
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Away with suits
Post-colonial Africa of the 1960s and 1970s wanted to separate itself from
the West. The dream of a cultural “carte blanche” proved to be nothing
more than a utopia, turning fast into the form of a totalitarian regime with
a precisely codified system defining which aspects of individual expression
are legal and which are punishable. 
Building an identity heavily relies on the visual representation or, rather,
outer presentation – appearance whose essential element is clothing. In the
formation of new citizens, the post-colonial dictators did not want their
looks to remind them about the historically closed era. In Congo, the cloth-
ing non-memory about the colonizers was legally forced by Mobutu Sese
Seko, who in the 1960s took power over the still shapeless democracy. In
1971, Mobutu called himself "the father of the nation" and changed the
name of Congo, now independent for barely 10 years, to Zair. Together
with the army dictatorship, he introduced the ideology of authenticite - au-
thenticity - as the official line in the national thought. In Mobuti's under-
standing, authenticity entailed breaking up with the foreign influences and
the tribal culture. Under his ruling, the new Congo was to become a modern
country, with each citizen wearing a uniform – literally – of the attachment
to his/her country.

In Brazzaville. Congo, 2008. 
Photo: Baudouin Mounda
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G Brazzaville and Kinshasa, 
located hundreds of kilometers from Paris
and London, are becoming fashion 
capital cities against all odds

Karolina Sulej

God, 
Suit, 
Fatherland

R E C Y C L I N G

The Democratic Republic of Congo and the Republic of Congo
are neighbouring countries both geographically and histori-
cally. Both gained their independence from the colonizers –
Belgium and France, respectively – in the 1960s. Both still
struggle with their new post-colonial identity, ravaged by civil

wars and ethnic conflicts. In the communist Republic of Congo, the average
life span is 53 years. In the Democratic Republic of Congo – only 47 years.
Their capitals – Brazzaville and Kinshasa – face each other, separated only
by the Congo River. Both Congos also share the particular way of civic dis-
obedience – the streets of the twin capital cities are walked by elegant men
wearing suits, who conduct the bloodless esthetic war. They are sapeurs –
“those who dress classy”, members of the brotherhood SAPE – La Société
des Ambianceurs et des Personnes Élégantes (Society of Elegant and Good-
Mood-Enhancing People). 
Their long-lived obstinacy in practicing fashion has led to both Congos'
high-ranking position among not only countries with the lowest income
per citizen and the highest mortality rate, but also the places influencing
the world trends in style. Brazzaville and Kinshasa, located hundreds of
kilometres from Paris and London, are becoming fashion capital cities
against all odds.
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civil rebellion, their vision of the communal expression. Politically involved,
dandies called themselves sapeurs. Though it sounds ridiculous, the elegance
and aura of sophistication were a way of fighting against the government's
functionalist directives, as well as the Congo’s daily life. Reigning there was
not a good mood but poverty, lack of perspectives and violence. People
could not afford elegance. Still, dandies managed to work out their definition
of patriotism, consisting in manifesting that one did not have to travel to
highly-developed western countries to look for dignity there. One needed
only to wear a suit and parade proudly in the street. 

Altar and mirror 
For the first several years, sapeurs were genuinely threatened with physical
torment, ridiculed, called “fags” and “pussies”. Afterwards, at the end of the
1970s, the budding movement attracted the attention of the popular Con-
golese musician, Papa Wemba, who decided to promote sapeur attitude
and hold it as an example for the whole generation. Discard your weapon,
work and dress yourself elegantly - that was the sapeurs' motto. Papa Wemba
aimed to make it the property of the generation. He stressed that caring
about oneself, hygiene, appearance and elegant clothes are for the young
the best tools in the fight for raising one's social status. He also appealed for
not resorting to violence in order to gain social respect. A sapeur is a pacifist
– his code of values does not include aggression. 
The most he can do is to show off his clothes, brag about them, present
everyone their perfect tailoring and brands, shock with their high prices. 
Sometimes the members of society set up special duels – they gather in
front of a local restaurant, sit outside at the tables and one by one demonstrate
their clothes, describing them aloud. They parade on the street like on a
catwalk, emphasizing their strengths with gestures. Such "battles" in the
sapeur code replace left and right hooks. Sapeurs do not shed blood. The
whole battle is done for them with their clothes, prices and brands: Pierre
Cardin, Roberto Cavalli, Dior, Fendi, Gaultier, Gucci, Issey Miyake, Prada,
yves Saint Laurent, Versace and yohji yamamoto. 
Unlike the government, Papa Wemba claimed that wearing European de-
signer clothes is a pleasure, not a crime. The sapeur movement owes him
such support and recognition. At the peak of his popularity, Papa even set
up a "village", consisting of his family home and the surrounding streets –
there the only code valid was La Sape's. Papa is called the king of sapeurs,
yet each member of the elegant people's community holds rights to a title
in its individualistic social hierarchy, which makes them feel proud. There
are titles like Minister of Finance and Chancellor of Designer Brands, or
the Clothes Archbishop. La Sape is an outright religious community. The
majority of sapeurs are practicing Catholics and regular mass attendees,
but as dandies they create their own sect. 
This quality of dandyism was described by Charles Baudelaire, who defines
it as a mystical formation whose altar is a mirror. In this interpretation,
dandyism is a religion that imposes discipline and esthetics, thereby making
a dandy strong. "I am dressed like a sapeur, he's a reflection of God. We re-
spect other people, hate wars, love peace and have a strong Christian moral
code," say Congo dandies. As one of the La Sape rules claims, "When a
sapeur expresses himself through the harmony of his clothes, it is as if
through clothes he thanked God for creating the beautiful good world." 
- Nowadays the government is coquetting sapeurs, aware of how recognizable

Mobutu Sese Seko
Photo: Nicolas Jose/SIPA PRESS/East News
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According to Mobutu, the ancestors' heritage should not be ignored but
drawn from selectively. This creative exploration of tradition was aimed at
completely excluding the fashion habits that permeated to the local culture
in the colonial domination era. All the Western garments, particularly suits,
shirts and ties, were banned in order to stress the symbolic separation from
the colonial past. Men were encouraged to wear a tunic slightly resembling
a Mao-style uniform, known as an abacost (from "a bas le costume", meaning
“away with suits”).
Most frequently, the tunic was worn by Mobutu himself, who especially
liked a panther pattern, wearing it on each piece of garment, including kufi,
the traditional round head cover for men. He also favoured a panther-pat-
terned cap, straight from Paris. Mobutu did not intend to serve his superiors
a good example and promote local brands. He loved Gucci suits and limited
editions of Ray-Bans. 
The combat against the western dressing style of clothing became less
fervent in the 1990s, along with the collapse of the regime and the setting
up of the Democratic Republic of Congo. Still, suits and other European
clothes have retained a strongly political undertone. 

Slave and dandy 
Not everybody wanted to submit to the regulation of the clothing isolation
from the West. Many young Congolese people decided that the willingness
to possess western clothes is not a sign of weakness or sentiment towards
the culture of colonizers, and, equally, the betrayal of the nation. Wearing a
suit became for them a way to retain a fashion continuity between the colo-
nial and post-colonial eras, and a manifestation of the reborn national self-
confidence. The new generation of Congolese people did not just want to
dress up like white people, but make their clothes their own and appropriate
the right to them.
The strategy did not appear out of nowhere. In the colonial times, African
slaves, and then the local service, were often dressed in western clothes in
order to not look esthetically different than their white owners. The whites
treated the servants similarly to house decoration - they validated their
social standing. Poorly dressed slaves hurt one's eye, landing a negative im-
pression on guests. They had to look European. The habit of dressing up
was not met by Africans without critical reflection. They started adopting
clothes, forced by the colonizers, to their own needs and tastes. The black
dandyism was being born. 
In Western Europe of the late 18th and early 19th centuries, a dandy was a
man who wanted not only to dress well but also to emancipate out of his
class through his way of dressing. A dandy dressed up in aristocratic clothes
to become an aristocrat on his own terms. Black men, dressed by their
masters in the dandy clothes after the collapse of the colonial power, became
dandies who were black. This tactic of appropriating clothes, along with
the sense of power and significance, could not be tempered by the new sys-
tem of fashion introduced by Mobutu in the then Zair. Ravaged by civil
war and conflicts relating to the forced cultural renaissance, the neighboring
People's Republic of Congo also saw the rebellion of the generation that
perceived the government-given chance for gaining identity as another
semi-colonial coup on their autonomy. On both sides of the Congo River,
in the two capital cities governed by two dictators – Brazzaville and Kinshasa
– there were forming societies manifesting, through the clothing-based
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fashion man radically differs from other models of mass cultures: he finds
any form of evil alien. (...) Fashion always immerses in the state of innocence
those about whom and to whom it speaks. It immerses one in the condition
where everything is the best in this best of the worlds."
The "good tone" of fashion forbids saying anything that is esthetically or
morally uncomfortable, symbolically protecting users from any contact
with evil. Renouncing violence, elegant sapeurs from Congo embody its
language, the visible sign that practicing fashion is a dream of the world ab-
solutely good and beautiful. 

Karolina Sulej

In Brazzaville. Congo, 2008.
Photo: Baudouin Mounda
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the group has become in the West - says photographer Daniele Tamagni,
author of the “Gentlemen of Bacongo” album, owing to which La Sape has
become a topic in European and American fashion magazines. "They are
frequently invited to make funerals and weddings more attractive. But they
are real revolutionaries. They do not intend to join any party, they wish to
become autonomous. Sapeurs think of themselves as artists. 

To die for
yet the La Sape practice has its dark undertones. The average income in
Congo is 100 dollars per year, one of the lowest in the world. An imported
Italian or French suit costs 10 000 dollars – equaling the price of a house in
the centre of Kinshasa. To buy such clothes, one has to scrape for months
or even years – frequently at the expense of other investments and main-
taining family well-being. To get the dream clothes, sapeurs save money in
other spheres of life. They often live with parents, barely making ends meet.
yet, according to the society code, a sapeur is happy even without eating
because wearing elegant clothes feeds the soul and gives pleasure to the
body. The wives of the movement’s members are proud of their husbands,
while the passion is passed on – along with the family suits – to sons. Fre-
quently, the need to possess desired clothes is stronger than ethical standards:
sapeurs buy European stolen goods (frequently by their natives) on the
black market or engage in mob activity, selling drugs or dabble in wheedling
others. Even Papa Wemba does not have a crystal-clear past – he got a sev-
eral-month-long prison sentence for smuggling immigrants from Africa to
France. 
Papa landed a goldmine because each self-respecting sapeur would do any-
thing to land in Paris or Brussels – the mythical fatherland of his clothes
and the former colonizers. He dreams of being noticed there as a dandy,
making money and returning to his country loaded with bags full of designer
clothes. They paid, while Papa carried. 
In Paris and Brussels, there operate local groups of sapeurs who try to prac-
tice their art on "the foreign land", or rather "on the land of their former
masters". To show on "their" field what they are capable of. To come off in
the clothing competition as best as possible, they deal with a tad shady ac-
tivity. They do not want to return, having slightly different esthetic priorities
than their peers on Black Land. They particularly adore expensive furs. 

Good tone 
La Sape is, however, not homogeneous esthetically. Paris competes with
Brussels, Brazzaville with Kinshasa,the Bacongo district with Mungali. This
is a genuine bloodless gang war. Those from Brazzaville prefer balance in
composing one's attire, following the rule of linking at most three colours
within one stylization; they value well-tailored, often brightly-coloured
suits. Those from Kinshasa like when there is too much of everything –
many colours and accessories, a huge brand logo. 
Each sapeur finds it mandatory to include jewelry and the Cohiba cigar, a
prop of each gentleman. It is a prop since they frequently do not light it in
order not to disturb others. 
The La Sape community is governed by other rules than the real world.
These are requirements of fashion, which, as opposed to everyday life in
the Congo, always speaks the language of peace. Roland Barthes writes that
the fashion euphoria builds its ability to systemically resist suffering. "The
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to a crucial question: how long is it supposed to live? In consequence, shops
sell ink printers designed to use colored ink even while printing only black-
and-white pages. As a result, customers have to buy cartridges more often.
Some cartridges have special chips, installed to ensure that they cannot be
used either after some time or after printing a specific number of pages,
even though they are still functional. 
The equivalent of such practice in electronics is appliances with built-in bat-
teries that cannot be replaced, or whose replacement is connected with costs
or technical difficulties. They die exactly at the time set by the designer. 
“Planned obsolescence” also embraces cars. On purpose, the production of
spare parts is limited so that a skillful mechanic will not try, God forbid, to
repair the car. The client is forced to buy a new one. 
The repair costs are to dissuade clients. Expensive modules are not inciden-
tally installed in such a way that they get damaged the most during an ac-
cident or a bump. Contemporary car designers also try to make mechanics
take out the whole engine in order to repair something small. And this is
not a cheap procedure. 
Cars have ceased to be long-lasting products. New car brands differentiate
frequently through only cosmetic changes. Marketing offices closely follow
the competition cycles. The newest version of the Honda CRV is launched
at approximately the same time as the competition's new Toyota RAV.
“Planned obsolescence” is a marketing strategy, and not a feature of ad-
vanced technologies. It can be used on products known for centuries, such

“Garbage People” Army o
n the Longyearbyen ice areas
in Norway, March 2011. 
Ha Schult, German artist,
created “garbage people” 
in 1996 and travelled with
them all over the world. 
Photo: Gianluca Battista / Demotix /

REPORTER / East News
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G Irreplaceable batteries, irreparable car parts,
incompatible electronic appliances G is is 
a conscious and widespread strategy by
producers and marketing specialists aimed 
at making us get rid of old things and buy new
ones G Products live shorter, which means
more garbage difficult to decompose

Marcin Fabjański

Designers, 
Strategists 
and Cannibals

R E C Y C L I N G

If the American industrial designer Brooks Stevens lived in our times,
he would be proud. In the 1950s, to give a title to one of his lectures,
he coined the term “planned obsolescence”. �And he defined it as
follows: “Installing in the buyer the necessity of owning something
slightly newer, better and earlier than necessary”.

Queuing to an Apple store for twenty-something hours before the release
of a new iPhone is a perfect example that reality has filled Stevens' definition
with content. Today's “planned obsolescence” is a standard. Companies pro-
duce things which are supposed to last a few years, sometimes only a few
months. Then customers are supposed to buy their newer, slightly improved
versions. 

Electronic gene of destruction
Before a contemporary designer of a new industrial project sits in front of
a computer or stands at a drawing board, he or she has to know the answer
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sumption goods social value. When I say something negative about their
“tribal” icon, they take it personally. young people have a radically different
perception than we do as to the duration of using things. That scares me.” 

The environment will not devour everything
Slade is supported by more and more people. Frequently replacing new
things with newer ones, along with the collapse of the repairing things tra-
dition, increases tons of garbage that our planet is already crowded with.
The natural environment is getting destroyed; the costs of upbringing are
rising. 
There are new groups that increasingly strongly protest against that, such
as Zero Waste. Their manifesto is about maximum recycling, decreasing
consumption and introducing a ban on single-use items. 
Some of the groups create new systems of life philosophy based on cycles
that we find in nature. Others also do research on the psychological results
of contemporary production modes, advertising and sales of goods. 
In terms of the new reflections, Giles Slade asked a question: If your toys
are ceaselessly improved and replaced, how can that influence your relations
with people?

Marcin Fabjański
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as books. Some textbook producers release new editions as frequently as
Apple does with new iPhone models even though knowledge in a given dis-
cipline has not changed much. What they care about is shifting the place-
ment of the recurring material in new editions, which makes it impossible
for teachers to work with the class students who have only the older editions. 
yet the most skillful in the “obsolescence” category are producers of com-
puters, electronic mobile devices and software. One of their major concerns
entails making newer versions incompatible with older ones. This is taken
care of by programmers or designers who change the plug port shape or the
charging systems. Changing batteries in Apple's iPods is a technological
nightmare. In this case, with the help of design aesthetics, the producer has
attempted to make buying new models fashionable. 

The selling game
At the end of the designing, producing and selling chain there are always
clients. It is their wallets that the game is on for. yet contemporary compa-
nies are not concerned with just landing clients. They want to play with
them, or even create them. 
This system's critics, such as Vance Packard, author of The Waste Makers,
warned us in the 1960s that, in a planned and systematic way, producers
want to make us overspending and dissatisfied debt owners. Packard dif-
ferentiates two kinds of “planned obsolescence”, one concerning goods'
durability, and the other, more interesting and connected with psychology,
about our disappearing willingness to own things. 
Marketing specialists have to dissuade us from enjoying objects which we
own, according to their bosses, way too long. They want to make them no
longer exciting. Design specialists have to provide the systematic fast flow
of the new collection.
And here lies a business risk. Research and design are not for free. The sales
of new product lines have to both finance them and bring profit. Addition-
ally, new products devour the old ones – the phenomenon is called canni-
balism. Marketing has to take care to make sure they do not start their meal
too soon. There is more to be sold, and there is also more to throw away.
This is a self-perpetuating mechanism. 
Why do we have to use such amounts of energy and devour so many re-
sources in order to create a new version of a car only a tad different from
the previous one. The supporters of increasingly shorter periods of “planned
obsolescence” will say that it makes sense – due to that, technology is de-
veloping faster and we are living more comfortably. The opponents are not
easily persuaded – they claim that marketing specialists stop progress,
launching unfinished versions of hardly improved products.
Giles Slade, writer and social activist who criticizes the above system, claims
in interviews that he is scorned in Internet discussion forums, mostly by
Apple fans. He thinks that the religious attachment to the brand turns them
into fanatics. When he writes on the Internet about iPods being designed
so that their batteries are dead after 11 months of use and are installed in
such a way that they cannot be replaced (clients have to buy new versions),
hostile comments flood in. Mentioning Apple making it difficult to return
products provokes fury.
Interviewed by “Stay Free!” magazine, Slade complained: “young people
want to stay oblivious about any iPod criticism. I would reach them equally
simply if I wore a turban and grew a long beard. This is a matter of the con-
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clothes among each other. When they were joined by other friends, Ola's
flat got too cramped. They moved to clubs and culture centres. - We swap
everything: books, toys, household appliances, furniture – says Ogonowska.
- you can take with you as much as you want no matter how much you have
brought. One of the action's aims is spending a nice time together so you
can listen to good music, eat vegetarian dishes and take part in the recycling
workshop. There is also a spot for children. A ticket costs 8 Polish zloty be-
cause we have to pay for the venue and childcare workers. It happens that
we have to pay extra from our own pockets, but “Uwolnij Łacha” is about
something more than money – it connects our ecological and anti-capitalist
convictions. It is about not boosting the production machine, not succumb-
ing to the “I buy, therefore I am” ideology.

Fewer items, more oxygen
- Till recently, the rule of perpetual consumption was in force since it de-
fined one's social status – says Régis Bigot, a sociologist from the French
Observatory of Life Conditions in an interview for Gazeta Wyborcza. -
“Today consumption is accompanied by reflection: do I really need that? If
so, do I have to own it for ever, or can I in some time resell, swap, rent or
share it?” In 2011, 21 per cent of French people at least once used a website
where you can swap goods and services without using money. Even assum-

Aleksandra Pawelska, one of the
“Uwolnij Łacha” campaign
organizers. The Culture
Promotion Centre, the Praga
Południe district, March 9, 2013.
photo: Daniel Sówka
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Free Troc Party in Paris can be attended by those who have spare
clothes, want to reorganize their wardrobe and... are ready to pa-
tiently queue in front of the club entrance due to a large number
of keen French women. Troc – a portal for people willing to sell
or exchange used items – attracts the greatest number of likes

among middle-class women and artistic and scientific environments. The
middle class has to tighten their belts, while artists and scientists show an
above-average tendency to lead alternative lifestyles. In an exchanged vin-
tage coat made to size in the 1980s, one may look more chic than in a coat
sold in chain stores.
- Our first official exchange event, organized in June 2009 in the restaurant
“Winowajca” in the Warsaw Praga district, was also attended mostly by peo-
ple from the artistic and academic circles. The interest was so high that we
decided to go on with it – recounts Kasia Ogonowska, one of the creators
and organizers of “Uwolnij Łacha” (Set your Rag Free), the most famous
Polish recycling-exchange action. On Facebook, she has gathered over 5
thousand friends and each event attracts hundreds of the keen ones.  In
March this year there was the 14th edition of the event.
Three friends, Kasia Ogonowska, Ola Manola and Teresa Skubij, swapped

G Is the increasing popularity of exchange 
and time banks only a reaction to the crisis? 
G Or a trend that may change the consumption
and competition culture into the culture 
of community and collaboration?

Renata Bożek

Exchange 
or Trading 
without Money

R E C Y C L I N G
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Controlled enthusiasm 
- The concept of creating alternative object and service circulation is very
noble – says Maciej Gdula, PhD, sociologist from the Institute of Sociology
(University of Warsaw) and Krytyka Polityczna, co-author of the book Style
życia i porządek klasowy w Polsce (Life Styles and Class Order in Poland). -
This is the interplay of issues relating to the restriction of excessive con-
sumption and exploiting the environment, to increasing interpersonal sol-
idarity and limiting workers' exploitation. We should use fewer resources
and create more partner-like relations with other people. 30 years ago, such
ideas were very radical, opposing the ambition of creating a system wholly
subjected to planning and economical rationality. yet today exactly the
same ideas fit the system workings quite well, which I call the double-deck
society. On the upper level travel the high earners, enjoying the stable ex-
istence of employees with work agreements, with securities and benefits
such as cars or access to private medical centres. The lower deck is popu-
lated by those required to work on junk contracts, kept in the endless queue
to full employment, poorly paid and forced into excessive competition. Al-
ternative circulation systems seem to me a good way of conserving the two-
deck society. For the upper, there's the whole cream of high earnings and
excessive consumption; for the lower, there's the patching up of budget
holes through the non-cash exchange of goods and services. I am much
more convinced by the idea of common guaranteed income which would
allow for the satiation of basic market needs and offers enough paid jobs
to others, as well as strengthening the lower-deck passengers in relation to
their employers.

Renata Bożek

“We swap everything we can,”
says Katarzyna Ogonowska,
one of the “Uwolnij Łacha”
campaign idea-makers.
Photo: Daniel Sówka
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ing that the crisis ends in some time, I guess that despite the temptation to
return to the former consumption model after the “thin” years, the French
will retain the post-consumption reflection.
In France and Germany it is increasingly popular to share a car, costs of
petrol and motorway fees – most enthusiastic about such service exchange
are young, creative and well-educated people, who privilege signs of status
and value other than one's own and costly car (frequently on credit).
Willingness to swap clothes and cars goes together with ecological aware-
ness. Instead of discarding objects and augmenting heaps of garbage, it is
better to pass them to someone. A joint car trip decreases the number of
cars on roads and the CO2 emissions. In this way, we also say “stop” to the
overproduction of things, opposing advertisements and marketing which
try to persuade us that a new coat or an expensive bike legitimize our be-
longing to the better world.

Time banks: exchange and relation
“Will do English lessons for small house repairs”, “Will set up your webpage
in exchange for painting a flat” – these are some of the ads on the Accorderie
pages, the Canadian time bank created in the Quebec districts with high
unemployment levels. The aim of such service and skill exchange is the fight
against social exclusion and strengthening neighbour relations. In order to
become a bank member, it is enough to propose one service. One fourth of
the members are middle-class representatives. The French Accorderie was
set up in 2011 in the 19th arrondissement of Paris, where unemployment
has risen up to 20 per cent. Its members are mostly single women aged 45-
65. One fourth is young people aged 18-35. One can get advice here on, for
instance, how to organize a cheap expedition to Africa, find an assisting
hand in writing official documents, company to go out to a cinema, a theatre
or an exhibition.
In Poland, time banks are becoming increasingly popular as well. Sylwia
Chutnik, writer and head of the “MaMa” foundation describes to Wysokie
Obcasy her ideas for this year: “The most interesting one is a family renting
office. Those without a kid or a grandmother visit us, adopting the time-
bank pattern to exchange and build relations. … A grandma will bake an
apple pie or take a “fake” grandson for a walk in exchange for a jack-of-all-
trades service done by the child's father. According to an African saying, “It
takes a village to raise a child.” We also want to erect such a mini-village
here, in the Śródmieście district.
Time banks also boost building relations between people, receiving and giv-
ing support. Psychologists claim that in order to build one's well-being, it is
particularly important to offer others some support. - Firstly, helping in-
creases positive feelings, which in turn improve your well-being and health
– explains Bogdan Wojciszke, psychology professor from the University of
Social Sciences and Humanities in Sopot, author of the recently published
book Psychologia miłości (Psychology of Love). - More importantly, by help-
ing others we increase our awareness of our own agency and the active in-
fluence on what happens in our life. And that boosts one's meaning of life,
endowing it with aims far beyond just amassing objects and fulfilling one's
interests. yet, as it usually happens, balance is needed between what we give
and what we receive.
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2013
Photos by

Michał Siarek

Poland
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City Hunters
G "Hunters" say that the garbage contain 
ridiculous amount of luxury, for example aer
Christmas G you can also find carefully packed
residues of elegant banquet

Cooking two army pots of soup on one cooker is a challenge, just like
bringing them to a muster spot if one does not have a car. yet social
activists from the Food Not Bombs movement find ways and helpers.
They give out warm vegetarian meals to the poor, hungry and homeless.

Food Not Bombs operates in the USA and Europe, also in Poland.
Gdańsk, Poznań, Olsztyn, Warszawa, Szczecin, Łódź, Kraków, Gorzów
Wielkopolski… Activists belong to a great movement of rebels against
consumerism and waste. Their politics shaped in the 1980s, growing out
of the pacifist culture of anarchists. It gained popularity along with the
rise of responsibility for the natural environment in the West. 
Called freeganism, which means living for free, it is connected with the
notions of dumpster diving and skipping – diving into garbage bins. 
One dives in order to find and use what has been thrown away. 
To put food, clothes, furniture and equipment back into circulation.
“Divers” claim this requires quick wits and city orientation. One has to
know supermarkets that display products with short expiry dates or
considered rotten. To appropriate them before the company does. 
It is worth being aware what addresses to avoid. Not all shop owners are
friendly. Some, on purpose, flush waste products with chemicals in order
to put off the collectors. yet there are others that secretly pass on food to
“divers”, knowing that the food in question has everything needed apart
from a bureaucratic stamp. This is what some restaurants and bakeries do.
Operators of large market chains are not as tolerant. The law obliges them
to prevent the further circulation of products considered unfit for eating. 
From the legal point of view, rummaging through someone's garbage 
is not theft, but trespassing at most. Policemen and municipal police
know that the harm is minor. If “divers” smile and are calm the situation 
is usually pacified. 
The short time between shop employees having left work and waste
products being picked by the collecting unit is frequently the only
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moment to choose products fit for reusing. The most suitable are always
those tightly packaged: cans, bottles, bags, hermetic packaging. 
The least – meat, fish, dairy products. 
Vegetables and fruit require a rational attitude. Sometimes the rotten part
can be cut off and bacteria killed in thermal processing. At other times
one may suspect that the food has been violated by animals, so there is 
no use in taking the risk. Although 26 percent of Polish people find it
problematic to meet basic needs, every year we destroy 9 million tons 
of food. Most freegans claim that garbage bins are replete with absurd
amounts of luxurious products, such as those that cannot survive store
holiday breaks. There are also carefully wrapped, generous leftovers from
elegant banquets. 
Freegans, local hunters, have their own informal savoir-vivre. The first 
to eat are those who need it the most. you can take with you only as much
as you can eat or pass on to your friends. It is in a good tone to exchange
information so that two groups do not meet in the same spot. 
There is a queue requirement. you have to keep everything in order not 
to cause trouble for the servers. 
The Food Not Bombs units act independently, with no hierarchy. 
In Great Britain, France and the Netherlands, they enjoy social support,
frequently obtaining full-value goods. Depending on possibilities and
needs, the units operate all year or only in winter. 
The pictures show activists from a Polish town. They have asked us not 
to reveal its name. They have been organizing actions for 10 years. 
They have named a coordinator and set responsibilities, informing those
in need as to when and where they can apply. They prepare meals
together. On a given day, everyone turns up with one's own knife 
and peeler. They cook in various places so as to share the electricity costs
evenly. The units functioning as parts of squats are in a more comfortable
position since they have their own infrastructure. 
Some think that skipping is a fashion for blasé townees. Not necessarily
so. To find out about it, one should take a look at the “diver”-run websites.
They contain instructions for starting such activity and examples 
of what has already been done. “Dear team, alert! Tomek and I have been
to the fair and we are oversupplied. We have around 100 kilos of tomatoes
that require immediate processing. We've bought a blender but we need
jars and plastic buckets. 
And what we need the most is a few pairs of hands to work today and
tomorrow.” 

lo
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Michał Siarek, (born 1991), a 3rd-year photography student in the Leon Schiller National
Higher School of Film, Television and Theatre in Łódź.  
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